
HEALTHY GROWTH INITIATIVE 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT OPTIONS 

RECOMMENDATION: The Planning Commission reviewed and is hereby 
recommending possible alternatives to potentially downzoning rural A-1 zoned parcels 
from a 3-acre minimum lot size to a 10-acre minimum density.   

In summary, any/all of the alternative approaches would either 1) trigger subdivision 
rezonings instead of by-right development and therefore encourage proffers to mitigate 
the impact of such growth in rural Stafford or 2) would create variable minimum 
development standards based on the size of the Parent Parcel or the distance the Parent 
Parcel is from the county’s Urban Services Area. 

BACKGROUND: In 2018, the Stafford County Board of Supervisors commenced a 
“Healthy Growth Initiative” (HGI) based on concerns that growth in rural Stafford has 
been and will continue to occur beyond Comprehensive Plan targets and, under “by-
right” criteria without needed financial mitigation for education, fire and rescue, and 
other important services provided by the County. As part of its examination, the county 
reviewed the Agricultural zoning requirements of other jurisdictions and found that 
several have larger minimum lot sizes than currently in place in Stafford’s A-1 zoning 
district. Upon review of the zoning information considered by the Board, it appears that 
the focus was centered on each jurisdiction’s highest minimum lot sizes and may not 
have fully considered the other additional rural zoning categories these localities have 
in place and/or other creative ways some counties have managed rural growth. 
Enclosed is a more comprehensive Rural Zoning Densities Comparison Chart for some 
of the comparison localities (See Enclosure 1). 

The majority of Stafford County is zoned A-1, Agricultural (See Enclosure 2). This 
zoning category allows a number of uses to occur by-right, including developing 
single family homes on lots of at least 3 acres. While there are 1,368 parcels of A-1 
zoned parcels within the county’s Urban Services Area (USA), there are 9,811 parcels 
outside the USA. 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: Stafford County’s current Comprehensive Plan (see 
Chapter 3-7, The Land Use Plan) projects a total of 20,540 new development units to 
be built between 2016-2036.  The 20-year plan recommends that ~80% (819 units) of 
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new residential growth occur within the designated Urban Services Area (USA) while 
~20% (208 units) occur outside the USA on average, annually. Currently, growth is 
occurring at a 70.6% rate inside the USA and 29.4% in Rural Stafford. At 20%, the 
Comp Plan target is 4,168 new units in Stafford over the 20-year timeframe (208 per 
year, on average), and at 29.4% growth rate, there would be a total of 6,038 new units, 
or 1,870 more units over the targeted 20-year period. 

Annualized, over a 20-year period, this is 302 new rural units per year through the 
year 2036. This begs the question of how much of a problem the county is really 
facing with growth in Rural Stafford averaging just 94 more units per year over target 
occurring annually. Moreover, whether a drastic change in zoning requirements is 
necessitated to get the county from a 29.4% actual rural growth rate back to its 20% 
Comp Plan goal (302 vs. 208 units annually). 

Another way of looking at the scope of the problem, is the total number of new 
residential units targeted to occur across the county annually (1,027 units), how much 
could occur at the higher 29.4% rate annually in Rural Stafford (302 units) under 
current zoning requirements, and how long it would take to get to total buildout. 
Enclosed is a comparison of potential lot yields at varying minimum densities (See 
Enclosure 3). 

Upon a deeper examination of the current 11,179 A-1 zoned parcels throughout the 
county, if all were developed at a 3-acre minimum, there would be a total of 25,984 
units within this zoning district. However, there are already 8,993 developed units 
sited both inside and outside the USA. This means that no matter what zoning 
requirements changes occur, these property owners are vested under the Virginia State 
Code, all could rebuild their existing dwellings at the current 3-acre minimum 
standard, and their homes would be legally non-conforming to any new standard. They 
would effectively not add to the number of “new net” development units that could 
occur in the future. So these roughly 9,000 vested units would need to be deducted 
from the baseline when comparing different zoning standards. Taking this into 
consideration, with no changes to the current 3 acre standard, an additional 16,991 new 
net units could be built in Rural Stafford. [For the purposes of this preliminary report, 
the Commission is using a maximum and more conservative baseline of 16,991 new 
units possible at a 3-acre minimum vice the 12,260 figure the County staff are 
reporting.  The lower number makes certain adjustments based on actual site 
conditions.  If the 12,260 number is used, it would mean that reaching full rural 
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buildout would occur much quicker at 3-acre, 10-acre and 6-acre minimum levels as 
reflected immediately below.]  While the 16,991 baseline is 11,944 units more than the 
5,047 that could be built at a 10-acre minimum, it would take over 56 years to reach 
full build out (16,991 / 302) in Rural Stafford. To reach full build out at a 10-acre 
minimum would take just 17 years (5,047 / 302), and it would take 26 years to reach 
full build out with a 6-acre minimum yielding potentially 7,923 units. Once full build 
out is reached, all 100% of future growth (1,027 units) could occur annually only 
inside the USA creating an entirely different imbalance and potential unintended 
consequence. 

The Planning Commission would point out that merely shifting growth from one part 
of the county to another still requires associated infrastructure requirements (schools, 
roads, fire/rescue, parks, etc.) to be met in the new urban areas of the county. While 
some operational costs may be less expensive within the USA, it is not clear that the 
capital costs would be more expensive outside the USA. Furthermore, the PC found 
that most of Stafford’s schools and fire/rescue facilities are close to the current 
boundaries of the USA (See Enclosure 4). While an argument can be made that road 
infrastructure requirements associated with growth outside the USA increases costs to 
upgrade rural roads to meet demand, the county collects the same ~$3,000 per unit 
whether growth occurs inside or outside the USA. The county has the ability and may 
want to revisit its current Transportation Impact Fees (TIF) to create TIF zones as a 
way to address these additional potential rural transportation costs. Additionally, the 
county may want to consider the impacts of shifting most or all growth to the Urban 
areas and how it may degrade already stretched resources within the USA (e.g., roads, 
schools). One further consideration is whether there are parcels of sufficient size/
location within the USA that could accommodate new schools, fire/rescue facilities, 
etc. 

ISSUE: Upon review of Stafford County growth data/trends, comparison of Rural 
Zoning Approaches in other jurisdictions, the adverse impacts a one-size-fits-all-
downzoning approach would have on thousands of property owners regardless of 
parcel size, potential for reduced county tax revenues, and the potential that other 
options/alternatives could achieve more desired outcomes, the Planning Commission 
has reviewed and is recommending the Board explore each of the following options. 

1. By-Right Subdivision Ceiling - Utilize a system similar to the one currently 
employed in Spotsylvania County where any existing A-3 zoned parcel can 
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only be subdivided into a maximum of 10 parcels. The individual parcel sizes 
can vary, but if the developer wants more than 10 development units, they must 
request the original parcel to be rezoned. This approach would allow the county 
to negotiate proffers when the rezoning is considered, so it could help offset 
some of the financial issues associated with the current system. This approach 
would also require that additional zoning classes be created so there would be 
options for the developer to pursue without going to the current residential (i.e., 
small lot) zones. 

2. Sliding Scale Zoning – Similar to Fauquier County’s approach in its RA/RC 
zoned parcels, applying a sliding scale to the developable portion of  Stafford’s 
A-1 parcels such that smaller parcels could employ smaller lot sizes (with 3 
acres still being the minimum density) while larger parcels would have greater 
minimum densities (6+ acres); with the largest parcels being limited to lot 
densities even greater than 10 acres. The developable portion of a parcel would 
be determined by subtracting steep slope, hydric soils, floodplains, and rights-
of-way areas. Along with the sliding scale, there would be an option to consider 
clustering where the allowable number of lots that would be allowed using the 
sliding scale could be developed using smaller, clustered lots as long as the 
balance of the parcel was dedicated to agricultural use and could never be 
subdivided further. If clustering was desired, the minimum lot density  would 
still be 3 acres. 

3. Agricultural Transition Zones - Designate minimum lot densities based on 
the distance the subject parcel is from the Urban Service Area boundaries. 
Development zones would be created that were a specified distance from the 
USA boundaries, such as 0.5 mile, 1 mile, and 2 miles. The closer a parcel is to 
the USA boundary, the smaller the minimum density would be. The closest 
development zone would have a 3-acre minimum density, then the next tier 
might be 6- or 8-acres, and so on. This approach would allow higher density 
development near the USA boundary where it would be more feasible to 
eventually extend water and sewer service in the future. One appeal of this 
approach is that, due to the shape of the USA boundary, it would preserve the 
most land in the western portion of the county that is largely agricultural. 

One important stipulation that would apply to all three options is that the parcel sizes 
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would be fixed as of a specified date (such as date of adoption of an implementing 
ordinance). In that way, a developer would not be allowed to initially subdivide a 
parcel into two or three smaller parcels so that a smaller minimum lot size could 
subsequently be applied to them. 

The Commission continues to work with staff to provide more details and specific 
examples of how each of these alternative options could be implemented in Stafford.  
An updated and more detailed report will be provided to the Board once completed.  
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